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DAV-H-700 

 
H-700 series  

Two-piece Ball Valves 
SUMMARY 
 
The H-700 series is a moderate pressure ball valve for general service. These valves 
are compact in size and structure. They have relatively large ports for high flow, tight 
shutoff, long service life and low operation torque. 
 
Features & Benefits  
✓ Fugitive Emissions - ISO15848 :2006(E) certified 
✓ Blow-out proof stem 
✓ Locking handle in On/Off positions 
✓ Bi-directional flow in a fully open or closed position 
✓ MAWP 2,000 psi (137 Bar) 
✓ MAWT 204°C (400°F) 
 
 

Differentiation Advantage Value 
 
 
Blow-out proof stem 
D: Ham-Let H-700 series is built as two-piece ball valve (body and end  
connection) with blow-out proof stem while other manufacturers products  
are built with 3 pieces. 
A: H-700 series designed to completely prevent a state of leakage from the  
packing area. 
V: Eliminates for the necessity of packing adjustments and reducing service costs. 
 
One piece Female /Male NPT thread 
D: Ham-Let H-700 series designed as one-piece ball valve with male or female NPT 
thread while other manufacturers' products are designed two/ three pieces. 
A: The compact design allows manufactures to mount the valve at a smaller space 
claim, allowing better usage of the work space. Additionally, potential leaks have 
narrowed. 
V: Reduce costs of additional equipment and mounting used for competitors larger 
valves    
 
Locking device as a default feature 
D: The H-700 series has a built-in locking handle, while some other manufacturers' 
products are offering locking brackets for enabling handle locking. 
A: Default optional locking can be applied easily and enhance process safety,  
without special measures and installations to be taken   
V: The Simple and compact design enables quick and safe operational utilities  
and use, which reduces the total cost over ownership over the product life cycle. 
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Fugitive Emissions Free- ISO15848 certified 
D: The H-700 series is certified to ISO 15848 standard, 
“Industrial valves Measurement, test and qualification procedure  
for fugitive emissions”, enabling the safest use for toxic and pyrophoric medias. 
competing product are not default certified, moreover it may be a custom 
requirement which will result in a higher price.  
A: This product series is compatible for use at applications which subjected to fines 
and environmental fines caused by pollution.   
V: Reduced total cost of ownership, Reduced environmental pollution fines due to its 
minimal leakage to the atmosphere. 
 
Butterfly handle 
D: Most of other manufacturers are offering standard handle (Lever handle with Vinyl 
sleeve). Ham-Let H-700 series offering butterfly handle, the handle is compact and 
designed to provide comfortable grip.  
A: Butterfly handle have better holding and convenient turn. 
V: Ham-Let butterfly handle is more comfortable for operation even in small spaces. 
The handle turn is done easily with no need for additional extension tool assistance 
and feel safe to use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


